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Abstrat

Mahine related bakgrounds arise mainly either from the halo that a-

ompanies the ore beam or from aidental losses due to individual

events. Partiles at large displaements from the ore an impat on

beam-line apertures, inluding ollimators, and then exit the beam-pipe

downstream. Looking towards the initial LHC upgrades, an optimization

of the layout of the LHC ollimation system to minimize beam related

bakgrounds in the ATLAS detetor at CERN is required. Moreover op-

timizing the LHC injetion region to minimize ativation in that region

is very important.

LHC and HL-LHC

The Large Hadron Collider (LHC) at CERN is designed to ollide protons

with an unpreedented energy of 7 TeV and a total stored energy of about

362 MJ per beam. The LHC is a 27 km synhrotron that onsists of 8

straight setions, alled Insertion Regions (IR) and 8 ars. Thousands of

superonduting magnets guide the two beams. Eah IR houses either

one of the four main LHC experiments where the beams ollide, or other

equipment: the aelerating radio-frequeny (RF) system is installed in

IR4, the beam extration takes plae in IR6, and injetion in IR3 and

IR8. IR3 and IR7 are dediated to the ollimation system.

Figure 1: Shemati layout of the LHC.

Beause of the high stored energy the LHC beams are highly destru-

tive and beam losses an ause quenhes of superonduting magnets

and possibly material damage. Therefore, all beam losses need to be

ontrolled. For this purpose, a multi-stage ollimation system has been

installed in order to interept unavoidable beam losses in a safe way.

The HL-LHC

The HL-LHC is an upgrade of the present LHC with the aim to ahieve

an integrated luminosity of 3000 fb
−1

in 10 years thanks to an inrease

in peak luminosity of about a fator 10. The optis design will follow the

Ahromati Telesope Squeezing (ATS) [2℄ sheme in order to derease

the β funtion at the IP to the 15 m. This optis reon�guration and

the fat that the beam power will inrease by almost a fator 2 implies a

review of the whole ollimation system to determine whether the urrent

LHC ollimation system is enough or a new design is required.

LHC and HL-LHC beam paameters

Parameter 2011 2012 Nom. HL-LHC

Beam energy [TeV℄ 3.5 4 7 7

N. of bunhes 1380 1380 2808 2808

Bunh intensity (10
11

p) 1.2 1.4 1.15 2.2

Peak stored energy [MJ℄ 112 146 362 693

Horizontal and vertial β∗ [m℄ 1.5/1.0 0.6 0.55 0.15

Peak luminosity [10
34
m

−2
s

−1
℄ 0.35 0.77 1.0 7.4

This projethas reeived funding from the European Union's Seventh

Framework Programme for researh, tehnologial development and

demonstration under grant agreement no 289485.

LHC Collimation

The halo ollimation is ahieved by several stages, with the primary

ollimators, alled TCP, losest to the beam, followed by seondary ol-

limators (TCS) and ative absorbers (TCLA). A three-stage system is

installed both in IR7 for betatron leaning and IR3 for momentum lean-

ing. In addition, there are other ollimators in most of the other IRs.

Tertiary ollimators (TCTs) provide loal protetion of the quadrupole

triplets in the �nal fousing system. They are also important for de-

reasing the experimental bakground [3℄.

Figure 2: Sheme of the ollimation priniple.

In spite of a sophistiated design, a small number of protons, initially

hitting the TCPs are not absorbed by the leaning system. Instead, they

leave the leaning insertion on a perturbed trajetory and are possibly

lost on the downstream mahine aperture. The e�etiveness of the ol-

limatiors depends on their longitudinal plaement in terms of betatron

phase advane and dispersion. The ollimation performane is usually

quanti�ed in terms of the loal leaning e�ieny η, whih is de�ned as

the ratio of the loal losses N
lo

over a distane ∆s to the total losses

on ollimators N
tot

:

η =
N
lo

N
tot

∆s
(1)

The beam losses along the ring are usually represented with the beam

loss patterns like the one shown in where in blak are represented losses

in the ollimators, in red the losses in warm magnets and in blue the

losses in superonduting magnets. Ideally the ollimation system would

interept all the partiles and no blue spikes would appear. In reality,

some losses our in the old magnets. Therefore, the level of losses in

these regions must be kept under a ertain limit to avoid enough energy

deposition to reate a quenh in the magnet.
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Figure 3: Beam loss distributions around the HL-LHC aording

to simulations simulations performed with SixTrak for Beam 1 and

horizontal ollimation. Detail of the betatron leaning setion.

To simulate the leaning of the ollimation system we use SixTrak. It

is a multi-turn traking ode that aounts for the six-dimensional phase

spae in a sympleti manner. A partile is onsidered lost either when

it hits the aperture or if it interats inelastially inside a ollimator.

In order to ahieve satisfatory statistis to resolve losses below the

quenh level, we usually trak at least 6.4 · 106 protons for 200 turns.

IR1 ollimation optimization
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Figure 4: Loss map of in the Q2 region for an aperture of 20 mm.

BDSIM

BDSIM is a Geant4 and C++ based partile traking ode whih seam-

lessly traks partiles in aelerators and partile detetors, inluding the

full range of partile interation physis proesses in Geant4. The ode

has been used to model the bakgrounds of the International Linear Col-

lider (ILC), the Compat Linear Collider (CLIC), the Aelerator Test

Faility 2 (ATF2) and more reently the LHC.

Geometri Library

The simulation of the physial elements of the beamline (bending mag-

nets, quadrupoles, sextupoles,...) was initially relatively simple, with

the geometry of suh elements based on ylindrial bodies representing

the magnet body, beam pipe and vauum hamber. Reently, a more

detailed geometry for the magneti elements is being implemented.

Figure 5: Evolution of the geometry of a quadrupole from its

original design (left) to the more detailed design (right).

Figure 6: 3D view of the new C-dipole geometry generated in

Geant4. The detailed geometry will make simulations more realisti.
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